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Abstract: Autonomous vehicle (AV) is a broad field in artificial intelligence which has seen monumental growth in the past
decade and this had a significant impact in bridging the gap between the capability the intelligence of human and the
efficiency of machines. With millions of people losing their lives, or have being a victim of road traffic accidents. There is a
need to find a suitable algorithm for a navigation system in an autonomous vehicle with the purpose of help mitigate the traffic
rule violation that most human drivers make that lead leads to traffic accidents. With both researchers and enthusiasts
developing several algorithms for AVs, this field has been split into several modules which continually broaden the scope of
AV’s technology. In this paper, we focus on the lane navigation which has an important part of the AV movement on the road.
Here lane decision making is optimized by using deep learning techniques in creating a Neural Network model that focuses on
generating steering commands by taking an image the road mapped out with lane markings. The navigation aid is a frontfacing camera mounted and images from the camera are used to compute steering commands. The end to end learning scheme
was developed by Nvidia cooperation to train a model to compute steering command from a front-facing camera. The model
does not focus on detecting the lane but only generating the appropriate command for steering AVs’ on the road. This focus
on one objective of the model helps in maximizing the potential of better accuracy in lane navigation of our AVs. The
modeled car navigates through the designed lanes accurately with the level of intelligence the car shows in maneuvering
through the lanes shows this method is more suitable in lane navigation.
Index Terms: Autonomous vehicle, lane navigation, deep learning method, lane navigation, steering command,
autonomous navigation.

1. Introduction
The use of artificial neural networks (NNs) in the deep learning (DL) process involves the use of several machine
learning techniques like language understanding, image segmentation, and process, speech process [1]. NN is a process of
detecting or sensing the environment via several connected intelligent neurons after its activation by sensors that help in
identifying the environs. These neurons were interconnected such that action can continuously be pass from one neuron to
another via a real-valued activation process, the neuron can trigger an action to the next neuron through weighted
connections, this can be termed as learning that makes the NNs shows some intelligent actions like guiding an object to
follow the desired direction. Therefore, in machine learning and pattern recognition contests artificial DL has won several
awards recently [2], the work summarizes several NNs works and reveals the significance and intelligence behind the DL
processes.
A moderate distance detection can be achieved through computer vision, it can help in detecting lane as well as
redundant objects, and similarly, radar detects objects like vehicles or metals. However radar cannot vividly distinguish
between the objects and also has a higher variance, thus, it can cause errors when detecting sharp bends. Nowadays, the
demand for systems that support artificial intelligence (AI) increases. This can be illustrated by the report from Information
Handling Services (HIS) [3], it reveals that new vehicles with various installed AI system like the advanced driver
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assistance systems (ADAS), autonomous vehicles, and infotainment systems will emerge, rising from 8% in 2015 to 109%
in 2025 as shown in Fig 1. It is worth noting that ADAS based systems are witnessing a tremendous increase these days [411].

Fig. 1. Prospect Indicator of the AI-based system 2015 to 2025 [3]

Furthermore, the application of deep learning on several online and mobile platforms like Google Assistant, Microsoft
Cortana, voice recognition, Facebook, Amazon’s Alexa, and Webdnn, face recognition [12-14], etc. have shown the level
of demand for AI-based system. Deep learning shows promise for self-driving vehicles, a real-time system requires CNNs
for object and lane detection [6], this was illustrated in [15], the trained system using inputs from a video camera and laser
rangefinder, tRNAscan-SE sometimes return false positive due to the growing scale of genomic datasets, the characterizing
power of DL and CNNs may help in alleviating this effect [16]. Nowadays, computer vision has attracted huge attention in
ADAS systems [6], mostly used in conjunction with other road models or sensors [17-20], they reveal various approaches
on localizing the target object under some specified environmental sceneries.
This work uses a deep learning approach to design an autonomous system. We focus on the lane navigation that
reveals the significance of Autonomous vehicle (AV) in today’s activities, this approach will aid in providing an
appropriate command for steering AVs on the road and better the accuracy in AV lane navigation. Consequently, this will
aid in avoiding road accident related issues. Before the widespread adoption of CNNs into the field of artificial intelligence,
most pattern recognition tasks in computer vision were performed using an initial stage of hand-crafted feature extraction
followed by a classiﬁer. The breakthrough of CNNs has made a significant impact in the world of pattern recognition. The
CNN approach is widely adopted in image analysis but can also be used for data analysis and classification problems.
CNN can be thought of as part of an artificial neural network that has some specialization of identifying patterns and able
to interprets these patterns. And these pattern detections are what made it suitable for our deep learning model in this work.
The tasks involved in achieving autonomous driving can be divided into three modules: environment recognition,
decision making, and vehicle control. With millions of people losing their lives, or have being a victim of road traffic
accidents. There urgent need to find a suitable algorithm for a navigation system in an autonomous vehicle with the
purpose of help mitigate the traffic rule violation that most human drivers make that lead leads to traffic accidents
The rest of the paper is structured as follows; section 2 is the methodology that provides the CNN architecture and
Parameters of the Structure of Network Architecture used, section 3 gives the discussion on the results obtained like the
lane detection procedures, Lane Navigation Using Deep Learning and validation and evaluation of the proposed method.
Finally, section 4 provides the conclusion and future work.

2. Methodology
Inspired by the work of NVidia’s team in developing self-driving cars using end to end learning methods, we thought
of creating a model specifically to take on the task of handling lane navigation of Autonomous vehicles. Since it is easier to
maximize a model by specifying a single task to perform. In a neural network model, it learns from the training data and its
target is son specific output it can learn specifically the features that will determine the output in our case it’s the steering
command for navigation [4].
Images are fed into a CNN that then computes a proposed steering command. The proposed command is compared to
the desired command for that image, and the weights of the CNN are adjusted to bring the CNN output closer to the
desired output. The +weight adjustment is accomplished using back-propagation. The training model for the neural
network is shown in Fig 2.
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Fig. 2. Training the neural network.

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that focuses on using an algorithm to analyze data and learn
from the data and able to make a new prediction on new data. Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning that uses
algorithm inspired by the structure and function of the human brain neural pathways, to analyze and learn from data and
identify a structure to be able to make an accurate prediction on similar data [2].
The deep learning model is inspired by the NVidia model for their self-driving car. That can map raw pixels from a
front-facing camera into the steering angle. The model is made of convolutional layers and some fully connected layers
and is a train on a data set that contains a lane pathway from a camera frame labeled with the correct lane navigation angles.
The model is trained until can predict accurately the navigation angles for new lane pathways. Though the process state for
achieving this looks straight forward there is a certain process to achieve it. The image pixel value to a range of 0 to 1, 5
convolutional layers, and 3 fully connected layers as shown in Fig 3. The first layer of the network which is the
normalization layer is hard-coded and was not included in the learning process. The convolutional layers were designed to
perform feature extraction. The five convolutional layers are followed by three fully connected layers, leading to a final
output control value which is the inverse-turning-radius. The Nvidia model architecture was faithfully implemented, except
for the normalization layers which was removed from inside of the model (as it was implemented outside the model), and
some dropout layers were added, to make the model more robust [19]. Table 1 shows the parameter of the architecture.

Fig. 3. CNN architecture.
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Table 1. Parameters of Network Architecture
Structure of Network Architecture
Design Parameter

Layer

Output Shape

Conv2d

(None, 31, 98, 24)

1824

Conv2d_1

(None, 14, 47 36)

21636

Conv2d_2

(None5, 22, 48)

43248

Conv2d_3

(None, 3, 20, 64)

27712

Conv2d_4

(None, 1, 18, 64)

36928

Dropout part

Dropout

(None, 3, 20, 64)

0

Flatten

Dropout_1
Flatten

(None, 1150)
(None, 1150)

0
0

Dense

(None, 100)

115300

Dense_1

(None, 50)

5050

Dense_2

(None, 10)

510

Dense_3

(None, 1)

11

Convolutional layers

Fully connected layers

Parameter

2.1 Hardware Requirements
The software runs on standard hardware as shown in fig. 4. It can also be run whether in the time-sharing network,
mainframe, or minicomputers, thus the hardware requirements are:
IBM Intel or Microsoft compatible computers.
• Processor: Pentium 3.0 GHz or above
• Memory: 3 GB RAM or above
• Hard Disk: 100GB or above [at least 2GB free space required]

Fig. 4. The Pi Car

3. Result and Discussion
The autonomous lane navigation has been broken down into two parts Lane detection (using Hough Transform) and
Lane Navigation. This section dives deep into the analysis of the data used in the process of achieving the results and why
these methods are used.
3.1 Lane Detection
Lane detection is achieved by using the computer vision package Open CV, to make this to work on a camera from
the car we made it to work on an image first. The image is passed through a series of filters to enhance the lane features, an
example is converting the image to grayscale which helps creates an image with a pixel value of lane being of higher value
than that of the background, this makes it easier for edge detection when the Canny edge detector as applied on the image
shown in Fig 5.
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Fig. 5. Transformation by Canny Detector

The edge detector returns an image with all the edges. The canny image does this by getting places with a sharp
change between pixel values between the pixel images. The pixel in which the detector determines that are edges is
returned. The image has a redundant part which is not part of the lane. These parts are cropped out which leaves an image
with only our lanes detected as edges.
This is when the Hough Transform comes into play. The Hough Transform takes a lot of parameter such as:
• The voting threshold is the number of votes needed to be considered a line segment. If a line has more votes,
Hough Transform considers them to be more likely to have detected a line segment. (set to 10)
• Minimum Line Length: is the minimum length of the line segment in pixels. Hough Transform won’t return any
line segments shorter than this minimum length. (Set to 6).
• Max Line Gap is the maximum in pixels that two-line segments that can be separated and still be considered a
single line segment (set to 4).
This gives the lane lines for the lanes from the segmented image as shown in Fig 6.

Fig. 6. Transformation by Hough Transform.

3.2 Lane Navigation Using Deep Learning
In this module, the data, results, techniques, and decision made would be focused on while training the model. The
model training was done online through Google Collab using Keras and Tensor Flow as a backend to train the model, its
architecture which is an imitation of the Nvidia model consists of 8 layers 5 convolution layers: first three convolutional
layers with a 2×2 stride and a 5×5 kernel, and a non-stride. Convolution with a 3×3 kernel size in the final two
convolutional layers, and 3 fully connected layers, which leads to a final output control value which is the inverse-turningradius. The fully connected layers are designed to function as a controller for steering, but we noted that by training the
system end-to-end, it is not possible to make a clean break between which parts of the network function primarily as
feature extractor, and which serve as the controller.
3.3 Evaluation
Evaluation of the model was done in two phases: Simulation and Experiment. In simulation first, thing is to plot the loss
function of both training and validation sets
1) Validation and training accuracy
Validation accuracy is used to measure the ability of the model to generalize on unseen data. From Fig 7, it can be seen
that the validation performance has separated from the training performance a bit at the end of the cycle. This means that
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the model has started over-fitting, if the learning rate was changed and train further, the model would only memorize
features from the training set and the validation set performance would rise.

Fig. 7. The plot of validation accuracy and training accuracy

2) Validation and Training Loss
It is good to see that both training and validation losses declined rapidly together, and then stayed very low after epoch
5. There wasn’t any over-fitting issue, as validation loss stayed low with training loss. After changing the learning rate, it
can be observed from the plotted losses in Fig 8 that there is a small rise after the initial drop but this is still better than the
initial.

Fig. 8. The plot of validation loss and training loss

A. Testing the Model
The model is tested by feeding it a recorded video to get steering command from the model and see if our training is
following the lane by the heading line plotted by the model on the frame. After testing on the video, it was found that the
model follows the lane in the video but there are situations where the car skids off the lane marking this is because of the
limited amount of training data and feeding more data to train the model will overcome this constraint. The way the model
works during the testing is shown in Fig 9.

Fig. 9. The trained network is used to generate steering commands from a single front-facing center camera.

B. Image from the Front-facing Camera
When interfacing the hardware, the deep learning method for lane navigation is applied. The car is made to navigate
through the lane using this method about 5 times and how well it follows the lane was recorded and where the algorithm
was lagging was also recorded. The video from the front-facing camera, while it was following through the lane, was also
recorded and the best from the five times of navigating through the lane was selected as shown in Fig 10.
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Fig. 10. The end to end follower

The end to end model is used to drive the car through the lanes five times and the best of the best video from the camera
while navigating through the lanes is also selected and the places where the model fails to obtain the correct steering angle
or deviate too far from the lanes are also recorded.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
The deep learning model generally performs well in a new environment and can take care of scenarios that slightly
differ but have the same feature with what it’s being trained on. For example, if the color sequence or the camera is
changing, other methods might find it difficult to navigate through the lane whereas a good model can navigate with a little
hitch if any. A good point recognized is that a model can continually be improved by just giving it more data to train on
and it can continually be improved easily to fit in any environment. Though the raspberry pi is having a good processing
power it is not meant to run Tensor Flow models, this can be solved by using hardware specialized for running Tensor
Flow models such as Google-Edge TPU which can be used with the raspberry pi. Secondly, there is a need to use a good
camera with a wide-angle for better pixel density that could provide better processes for detection and steering command
generation by the model. As a recommendation, an additional label for the training such as the speed of the car will serve
to improve the Navigation of the car through the lane tracks and real-time experimentation on a different type of car.
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